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HAL: National Research Archive and Service. CCSD, Lyon, France
1
 

HAL: An inter-institutional multidisciplinary repository where researchers are 

central, and where organisations are now key.  

http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/index.php?langue=en 

 

Background 

HAL, a centralised multidisciplinary repository platform and window on French 

research output, was set up in 2001 on the initiation of Frank Laloë, a CNRS 

researcher. CNRS was crucial to its success from several standpoints as one of the 

most influential research organisations in France and the largest French 

multidisciplinary research organisation. Laloë therefore saw CNRS as the natural 

place for HAL, and convinced it to create the CCSD organisation (Centre pour la 

Communication Scientifique Directe) in 2000 to develop HAL.
2
 CCSD’s mission is to 

communicate the research results from CNRS but also from other French researchers 

be they CNRS-affiliated or otherwise.
3
 CCSD feels strongly about directly 

communicating and serving the researcher, and nurturing direct ties with them as 

much as possible. This fact, and the specificities of the French research environment, 

has significantly influenced them to choose the centralised route.  

France hosts about 200 research organisations; this includes universities, academies 

(Grande Ecoles), research institutes and sections of ministries as well as industrial 

labs. CNRS, as one of the largest and the most important research organisation in 

France as regards coverage of research, has approximately 1,500 labs of its own. Most 

of these labs are also related to universities, and sometimes even to “Grandes Ecoles”. 

This conglomeration of organisations makes the management of French research 

information highly complex. In addition, different institutions are financed by 

different ministries. Laboratories are also often affiliated to more than one 

organisation, e.g. 85% of CNRS staff is also affiliated to university labs. This means 

that researchers may not feel affiliated to any one particular institutions, which can 

make institutional deposit problematic requiring the same article to be archived 

several times. The entire annual academic output of French research is approx. 

100,000 documents (excluding working papers). Even were all research organisations 

interested in setting up Institutional Repositories (IRs) of their own, an average of 

1,000 documents would be the maximum output per year claims Francis André, from 

CNRS and in charge of open access issues for the French Ministry of Research and 

Technology. In this case, one could question as to whether this an effective way of 

investing public money says André. A central repository model might therefore be a) 

more cost-effective and b) more pragmatic.  

It is HAL policy to increase collaboration both nationally and internationally. 

National networking between HAL and French research organisations is essential for 

the fulfilment of its mission in creating a French research portal. Networking activities 

around HAL are therefore concentrated on this level. Daniel Charnay, head of CCSD, 

                                                   
1
 This case study write-up was executed as part of the Stimulating the Population of Repositories 

research project which was carried out as part of the European DRIVER project http://www.driver-

community.eu/ It was conducted in 2006 and 2007.  See http://dare.uva.nl/aup/nl/record/260224 for the 

publication. 
2
 CCSD: Centre pour la Communication Scientifique Directe: http://ccsd.cnrs.fr/ 

3
 CNRS: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique: http://www.cnrs.fr/index.html 
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visits research organisations throughout France to encourage them and their 

researchers to collaborate with HAL. André emphasises that international 

collaboration is most important for information and knowledge exchange. Few efforts 

have been made to publicise HAL at international open access (OA) events so far 

although it has had a strong policy to disseminate its content on an international level 

with disciplinary archives such as arXiv.org and PubMed Central.
 45

 In 2007, the 

CCSD concluded an agreement to host the e-print archive for Nordic art and 

humanities (hnet) http://www.kb.dk/en/kub/open-access/hprints/. HAL’s participation 

in the DRIVER project is important for the interconnection with other archives for the 

creation of a larger research knowledgebase.  

 

Policy 

HAL’s mission and management structure was reinforced and extended on 19 July 

2006 when an agreement was signed between CNRS, other French research 

institutions (e.g. INRIA and INSERM), universities and prestigious higher education 

establishments  to work on realising and contributing to a common platform for 

French research.
 6

 As a result, universities plan a link from the new French virtual 

working environments (i.e. learning management systems) and document 

management systems to HAL.  

Several committees advise the national initiative. A scientific and technical board 

exists (COST), as well as a strategic committee (COSTRAO). CCSD is HAL’s 

operational unit, headed by Daniel Charnay. COSTRAO has representatives from 

some of France’s leading research organisations and CCSD’s director. COST deals 

with technical matters which Charnay also attends. Several working groups have been 

set up to deal with metadata, advocacy, and interoperability issues relevant to increase 

HAL content.
7
  

There is no mandate to deposit in HAL as yet, though Charnay believes that a 

mandate with financial incentives as seen at Minho University would have a further 

positive effect on the population of HAL.
8
 The question is how realistic this might be 

in such a complex research environment. Laloë, on the other hand, sees it as one of 

HAL’s strengths in not imposing regulations on its participating institutions where 

organisation policies are motivated by local needs. HAL provides a space where each 

institution can follow its own choice and enforce its own rules. 

A policy document exists which is also very much a practical guide for depositors.
9
 It 

is regularly under review. This comprehensively provides instructions on how to 

deposit what material, e.g. types and formats of documents, how to make 

affiliation/author relations. In addition, metadata enrichment through DOIs are 

described as are intellectual property issues.
10

 The document also lists HAL’s 

services.  

                                                   
4
 arXiv.org e-print archive: http://arxiv.org/ 

5
 PubMed Central:  http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ or UK PubMed Central http://ukpmc.ac.uk/ 

6
 http://openaccess.inist.fr/article.php3?id_article=137 

7
 For more information, see the CNRS Director General’s (Arnold Migus ) paper on 24 July 2006 

"Libre accès à l'information scientifique et technique : Actualités, problématiques et perspectives" - 

http://openaccess.inist.fr/article.php3?id_article=127. (in French) 
8
 Minho University RepositoriUM: https://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/?locale=en 

9
 HAL policy document: http://www.ccsd.cnrs.fr/spip.php?rubrique12 (currently in French) 

10
 DOI - The Digital Object Identifier System: http://www.doi.org/ 
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HAL has the same policy as arXiv.org, which forbids the deletion of any of its 

records. This is the case even though the researcher may require it to be removed at a 

later point in time despite HAL being focussed on the needs of the researcher. When 

questioned as to why this is so, HAL argues that (i) the author can submit successive 

versions of the same text; (ii) this is similar to the scientific tradition in journals where 

the author can publish errata but not destroy the previous paper publication. (iii) The 

stability of the availability of the text is essential for access to cited references and (iv) 

HAL provides a date stamp which allows for the establishment of scientific 

precedence. More fraud could also be possible were the author able to withdraw 

deposited text claims HAL. It respects the conscious choice the researcher originally 

made to deposit a piece of work in the first place and thus conserves it in the interest 

of recording research. HAL aggregates both metadata and full text, though it does not 

encourage the deposit of metadata; for more details, see Populating the Archive.  

HAL hopes that the 2006 alliances made and its new management structure will 

stimulate more collaboration, productivity and growth to its present content-stock.  

Establishing the archive and sustainability 

Laloë, as researcher and HAL’s founder, stresses that HAL was established for 

scientific reasons. It was based on the arXiv.org model, but with a broader scope 

spanning all disciplines. It has a similar focus on researchers and on the development 

of research.  HAL was established in 2001 as a single multi-disciplinary archive with 

the aim to provide access to an expanse of open access full text quality research 

output. It also serves as a window on French research production. In the meantime, it 

has become a national central platform for authors to deposit their articles. However, 

HAL also accommodates for the integration of institutional and laboratory local 

archive content through web services or via institutional or disciplinary interfaces.  

HAL aims to bring together not only CNRS output, but all crucial research from 

across France, from universities, academies as well as that of other small research 

organisations and independent researchers from even outside France. It promotes the 

direct deposit of full text into its archive seeing itself as a dependable place for 

permanent retrieval of this material in the future. In the future, HAL’s national central 

portal therefore hopes to be a key place for the easier information discovery of French 

research, which is otherwise dispersed and therefore more difficult to access.
11

 André 

states, “It is a service where researchers contribute for fellow researchers with the 

support of their institutions….” “…. This means that the researcher is the focal point 

rather than the institution as is the case with IRs.” The preprint of an article entitled 

“Metadata towards an e-research cyberinfrastructure” by J. Ducloy, et al, presented at 

the 2006 Annual Dublin Core Conference gives more insight into this topic.
12

 

Once the technical infrastructure had been established in 2001, it was the physicists 

who were wooed first to participate. This was partly due to the fact that Laloë was 

himself a physicist, partly due to their active self-archiving tradition, and partly due to 

the fact that CCSD is actually housed in a supercomputing centre for physics. 

Physicists were targeted to deposit from universities, research centres, labs as well as 

                                                   
11

 HAL portal home page (English): http://hal.archives-

ouvertes.fr/index.php?langue=en&halsid=094c6f2c7c49b20c3b0fbc18d7ccd4d9 
12

 J. Ducloy, J. Ducasse, L. Grivel, D. Le Hénaff, M. Foulonneau, Y. Nicolas, 2006, Metadata towards 

an e-research cyberinfrastructure. Paper presented at the “2006 Annual Dublin Core Conference”, 

http://artist.inist.fr/IMG/pdf/MetadataV14_4_.pdf 
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from CNRS. HAL knew that it needed incentives to persuade physicists who were 

already depositing with arXiv.org to post full text with them. As the HAL system 

needed to address all disciplines being multidisciplinary in nature, one-time deposit in 

HAL had to be dealt with for other areas where self-archiving was prevalent. This 

issue was therefore addressed from the outset, with physics as the first example. For 

this reason, HAL devised a system whereby content was uploaded by HAL to 

arXiv.org on the researcher’s behalf. One-time deposit in one archive meant the 

visualisation of data in more than one information service, in this case also in 

arXiv.org. HAL indeed gained some physicists this way. The HAL incentive 

remained to connect to domain-specific archives in this way. This service was 

therefore consequently expanded to attract other researchers from other self-archiving 

communities such as economics and medicine.  

The next commitment came from an institution rather than a disciplinary group, i.e. 

from INRIA (the French institution for computer research) who agreed to collaborate 

to get its publications stored and distributed online through HAL. Organisations such 

as INSERM and INRA followed suit, as did others. 

HAL’s repository is a home-grown system; its single archive is run locally. HAL 

complies with Dublin Core and HAL-specific metadata standards and uses the OAI-

PMH protocol.  CCSD executes the HAL operation. It is currently exclusively funded 

by CNRS as one of its labs. HAL’s offices, archive and servers are housed in a CNRS 

lab. This means that copies of French research output are stored in a high security 

environment, which is rarely the case for most IRs. This is also a motivation for 

researchers to deposit claims HAL.  

HAL focuses on retrieving full text, and aims not to only link to publisher sites nor to 

files with restricted access. Had HAL done things differently, it would have 

discouraged providing access to metadata only records. However, for historical 

reasons, e.g. due to the inheritance of the CNRS bibliographic database, or due to the 

creation of certain services such as comprehensive publication lists where some 

publishers do not allow full text deposit, which makes metadata only records 

inevitable. As an incentive to avoid non full-text deposit in the future, default settings 

only allow the searching and browsing of metadata with its attached full text. 

Interestingly enough, HAL now provides content for the CNRS current research 

information system; this exchange of data normally flows in reverse for other 

repositories where CRIS systems provide repositories with content. This shows how 

important and authoritative the HAL system has become for CNRS.  

Quality assurance measures guaranteed by HAL and its team span from verifying 

PDFs and their corruption, to ensuring that metadata links are active, to checking 

documents to ensure that authors and affiliations have been correctly assigned. HAL 

maintains a list of French laboratories and their institutions; no French national author 

registry is in place. As regards the validation of content, scientific communities decide 

on this. Some like INSERM validate the content and hide material which is under 

embargo for example (relating to their concerns regarding copyright), whereas others 

publicise everything that enters the system.  

Long-term digital preservation has not been seriously addressed as yet although as a 

first step, regular migration of HAL data formats takes place where articles are 

converted into PDF/A documents. Safe copies are ensured in a secure storage 

environment together with highly secured research data at a super computing centre. 

One of HAL’s main missions is to guarantee access to its content, so the reusability of 
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its content in the long term will need to be addressed. By the nature of HAL’s 

organisation, as a central archive, HAL may be in a better position to deal with this 

than IRs claims HAL. However, at present, HAL sees this as a national policy matter 

still to be agreed upon or else it is an issue for France’s national library.  

HAL aims to support and promote the research process by providing a broad scope of 

content crossing a number of disciplines, holding information which is not confined to 

any one institutional or network boundary. This implies that it will be a valuable tool 

for information dissemination, discovery, retrieval and archiving for the researcher. 

The establishment of other HAL-like archives could be of interest for those wishing to 

federate efforts across disciplines and institutions, with the view to cost-efficiency in 

administration, author support and preservation.   

Services 

HAL has developed services to both attract individual researchers as well as their 

supporting institutions. Services for researchers, i.e. the original HAL point of focus, 

are in the majority. Submitting content to other subject-community information 

services on their behalf such as arXiv.org was an initial service, now also including 

PubMed Central. A connection has been developed with ADS (NASA’s astrophysics 

data system) to import bibliographic data for articles deposited in HAL.
13

 Other 

export formats include those of RePEc and OAI-PMH.
14

 

The HAL archive and multidisciplinary portal on French research can be browsed and 

searched, e.g. by author, institution or virtual collection. Documents can be searched 

by research topic, which can shed light on new collaborations. This type of service 

can be of potential interest to institutional research managers as well as to commercial 

organisations.  Disciplinary portals are also generated from the HAL set, e.g. the 

Humanities and Social Sciences one at http://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr.
15

 Other 

services which have been developed include the provision of usage statistics, RSS 

feeds, as well as LaTeX formatting for physicists and the generation of PDF text files.  

All researchers are evaluated on their publication output. HAL has invested in this 

area to attract its researchers and now even their affiliated institutions. Apart from 

generating standardised publication lists in many formats (including XML) from the 

system, HAL provides customised publication list outputs, which can be used for 

evaluation, exported or placed on personal home pages, or lab pages. These services 

have been in place since 2001. Customised web pages can be generated from the 

portal which allow personalised publication selection and sorting. Publications can 

also be listed by type and lab. Authors, labs and institutions can therefore easily 

showcase selected work.  

HAL provides another service for communities of researchers, be they from 

institutions or research groups. In 2003, INRIA, requested its own interface to its own 

research from HAL reflecting its corporate design.
16

 HAL developed an interface 

package which included an INRIA-specific deposit interface and a place for 

moderating deposited content. A public interface to its publications was also designed. 

                                                   
13

 ADS, NASA’s astrophysics data system http://adswww.harvard.edu/ 
14

 RePEc: http://www.repec.org 
15

 For an example of an inter-institutional search see: http://hal.archives-

ouvertes.fr/index.php?action_todo=search&s_type=advanced&langue=fr&submit=1&orderby=DATE

WRITE&ascdesc=DESC&p_0=is_exactly&v_0=CNRS&f_0=LAB&l_0=and&p_1=is_exactly&v_1=I

NSERM&f_1=LAB&l_1=and&p_2=is_exactly&v_2=INRIA&f_2=LAB&l_2=o 
16

 INRIA - l'Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique: http://hal.inria.fr/ 
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Such a service can consequently allow organisations or communities to have 

specifically designed portals on their output, and specially designed input interfaces, 

which can encourage further deposit. 

In the interest of further visibility, HAL tries to ensure that its material is made further 

globally available being indexed by harvesters and search engines, such as Google. 

For example, when robots arrive at any HAL page, it finds a link to a daily updated 

list of all new HAL publications. It is also planned to insert the Dublin Core metadata 

into the html meta-field of each HAL publication page. 

Services intended for the future vary from overlay journals to a HAL proceedings 

workflow where proceedings can be generated once papers are submitted and 

validated via the system. HAL also intends on featuring an article of the month on a 

community site, selected by the community for comment. Comments can then be 

stored and published on a web page. Current and planned services are designed to 

further motivate the further population of HAL in the future; investing in these is 

therefore important for HAL.  

Costs and sustainability 

HAL was never set up as a project as such, but was a full-blown service from the 

beginning. Set-up costs were €300,000 for 3 FTEs and 18 servers with seed money 

from CNRS and the French Ministry of Research. Maintenance costs currently 

amount to €200,000, including 1 programme manager and 5 IT staff. Advocacy costs 

which focus on visiting committed institutions to HAL amount to €200 plus 1 

programme manager man-day per visit. Server maintenance and hidden costs are not 

included.  

HAL is presently CCSD’s exclusive activity and responsibility. However, since the 

July 2006 national agreement with new management structures in place, the CCSD 

hopes to change its status from CNRS lab to one of a trans-institutional organisation 

in the future reflecting the collaborative agreements made between all signatories of 

the agreement. CCSD plans to propose another business model where collaborating 

organisations share the financial and managerial responsibility of HAL in the future.  

Populating the archive 

Academic output is deposited directly into the HAL archive by either the researchers 

themselves, administrative assistants or by information support staff at their 

institutions. Libraries, as intermediaries, have had a minor role to play in this to date. 

However, this may change as they are often responsible for the decentralised IRs 

whose content will also appear in HAL in the future.  

HAL has noticed the significance on deposit rates if researchers are provided with 

institutional administrative support and co-ordination, e.g. in the particle and nuclear 

physicists group  IN2P3.  

Alternatively, there are organizations like the IRD (Institut de Recherche sur le 

Développement) who maintains its own local archive. In the case of IRD, full text and 

metadata is exported to HAL. IRD will also harvest back metadata records from data 

deposited in HAL by its own researchers. It thereby uses HAL as a way of further 

populating its own archive with metadata records then pointing to HAL full text. 

INSERM, a major research institute of life sciences, however, were originally intent 

on developing their own repository, only to discard it in favour of the centrally-

managed HAL working system.  
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Metadata is harvested from arXiv.org in order to further populate the HAL service. 

However, this is an exception fulfilling an original aim of the service to get access to 

material sometimes exclusively deposited in an international subject repository. It 

does this by searching for author name, and then links to the full text on its mirror 

server housed at CCSD. HAL does not presently harvest from any other service or IR 

although this could be under discussion in 2007/8. Operationalising any harvesting or 

importing batches of records has yet to be done as it is only individual documents that 

can be presently uploaded or exported through remote submission procedures via 

SOAP web services. 

Apart from physics and computer science, other early adopters were mathematics, and 

social sciences and humanities (with more from the humanities than the social 

sciences). Life Sciences on the other hand, and Chemistry, are so far meagrely 

represented – coming from communities with little to no self-archiving traditions or 

where copyright concerns outweigh the benefits at present. Authors largely contribute 

in order to disseminate their research more widely, due to HAL’s services and 

because they are convinced that open access is the future. 

HAL contains the metadata and full texts of articles journal articles, books, chapters, 

proceedings, peer-reviewed conference proceedings, theses (and no dissertations), 

software and teaching and learning materials, including lectures. Images and audio or 

video files can be submitted as appendices to documents. The concept of the HAL 

“annex” allows the deposit of certain types of content which are subordinate to a main 

document such as a text-based file. For example, a theses is a so-called main 

document, and videos can be appended as annexed files. Documents are available in a 

number of languages: French, English, German and Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese 

and Russian. 

HAL does not store primary datasets but may do so in 2008/9. In the future, it will 

focus on collecting more scientific articles and theses where increased interest has 

been noted from Northern Africa in French research.  

There is no HAL programme for acquiring current content although evidence shows 

that this is generally the first to be deposited . Retro-digitisation campaigns do exist to 

put theses on line for example, but not as a HAL initiative but rather that of 

contributing research institutions.  

Since HAL’s establishment in 2001, monthly deposits have increased hundredfold. 

Francis André concludes, “it is a conglomeration of various factors which have 

contributed to HAL’s increase in deposit lately.” In 2006, HAL was receiving an 

average of 1,300 deposits per month. Numbers have increased due to advocacy efforts 

via HAL road-shows by the CCSD President, and since broader formal commitment 

to participate in the national platform of French research in July 2006, as well as since 

signing the Berlin Declaration for some.  For statistics, see below. 

In the future Charnay particularly aims to focus on creating a strong “inter-

institutional entity” for HAL; increasing organisational motivation and support will 

continue to build on HAL’s current national research output . From the organisations 

who signed up to the HAL summer 2006 agreement, 90% of public-funded French 

research is produced by them, meaning potentially a large amount of work to be 

exploited open access. The challenge is now to mobilise the actual deposit of that 

content.   
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HAL’s current choices for content ingestion 

HAL has a policy not to harvest from others at present. It has chosen to utilise SOAP 

web services where material is exported to HAL from current archives instead. 

Material deposited in HAL can also be retrieved back by the institution or individual. 

Here, data can be exported from HAL or viewed based upon selecting material with 

relevant validation stamps.  

HAL is aware that IRs are on the increase in France, particularly in universities. When 

asked as to how HAL intends on dealing with the challenge of integrating nation-wide 

university IR full text content in the future, HAL says that harvesting may be analysed 

further amongst other options. Conditions that may bring HAL closer to agreeing to 

harvest from others are the adoption of the HAL data model, the supply of full text, 

that the persistency of documents can be guaranteed and in the case that digital 

objects can be supplied more optimally using a decentralised model. HAL is 

interested in any technique where access to full text and sustainability can guarantee 

the provision of research.  

HAL has decided not to harvest for both organisational and technical reasons. By 

being organised centrally, in the first instance, CCSD fulfils its aim by being able to 

more immediately serve the researcher and depositor by providing direct feedback and 

help. With a central system, the level of data reprocessing is also lower than in the 

case of harvesting IRs. Whereas other services harvest metadata using OAI-PMH, the 

HAL platform has opted for web services to import external documents for the better 

control of data recorded on deposit. Aside from this, each document needs to link to 

its authors and their affiliations; with no French national author identifier database in 

place for example, and many authors affiliated to more than one organisation; the 

management of a central HAL author database is of value where duplication is 

averted. The central model may be in the long run more cost-effective therefore. 

In order to create a strong “inter-institutional entity” for HAL, various data acquisition 

methods will need to be addressed; harvesting is one method to do so which may be 

preferable. The main issue is to aggregate and provide access to full text on a 

multidisciplinary level, supplying persistency and quality. Cost efficiency is key, 

which means that a cost-benefit analysis is probably advisable to decide on the future 

aggregation of content. 

Statistics 

2,200 depositors submitted full text in 2005, and 4,200 in 2006.  

Total records as of 5 January 2007 

By type: 114,097 records (duplicated records are counted once), with 37,336 

full text files including 9000 articles (24%), 6,300 theses (17%), 4,400 working 

papers (12%), 1,228 proceedings (3%), 740 conference contributions, 600 chapters, 

60 books, 96 teaching and learning materials. 

As at January 2008, full text numbers amounted to 50,000 

By strongest disciplines (in full text figures) Computer Science 10,534 (28%); 

Physics 7,624 (20%); Humanities and Social Sciences 6,744 (18%) with the smallest 

contributions from the Cognitive Sciences at 604 (2%). 

Object file deposits by year: 2004: 3,802; 2005: 5,517 and 2006: 17,715.  

Freely and openly accessible in 2006: 97% of full text, with 3% embargoed material.  
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HAL logs the number of hits on a daily basis to the service on total usage, 

geographical domain, article highest hits and apache logs on referrers. It averaged 

60,000 unique visitor hits per month in 2006, with 1.5m hits per month. This data is 

fed back to both the HAL executive board and its authors. Logs are also stored on full 

text downloads on a daily basis on total usage, geographical domain, and on the 

article with the highest hits. This download data specific to a depositing author’s 

papers is disseminated back to the author. 

Statistics are published on the website to show HAL monthly and annual growth. 

They are generated using FusionChart. In early 2007, 1,000 documents were, on 

average, being added on a monthly basis. Growth of full text has more than doubled 

on an annual basis since 2000. For more statistics, see HAL’s website 

http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/index.php?langue=en 

Communication / advocacy  

HAL has mainly focussed its advocacy activities on institutions in order to reach its 

authors. As a first step, leaflets have been designed and circulated to researchers and a 

HAL website and portal exists at http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/index.php?langue=en  

to inform.  

Since the summer agreement of 2006, where a number of institutions committed to 

contributing to HAL, Charnay has departed on a number of road -shows, 

approximating 25 per year, presenting HAL and encouraging organisations to deposit. 

Attendees are more often librarians and information professionals rather than 

researchers however, although heads of labs also increasingly attend However, in 

early 2007, a meeting organised by researchers from the humanities and social 

sciences showed the 70% of its attendees were researchers, and 30% information 

professionals. These visits have had a positive effect on deployment of content to 

HAL. Charnay’s priority for 2007 was focussed on turning commitment into action 

and content deployment. A broader communication plan is planned for the future. 

Legal issues 

The HAL system requests the author to confirm that he/she has the right to deposit a 

version of the publication before being able to post full text to the system. This better 

secures agreements between HAL and author on the dissemination of academic 

output. The HAL Guide also stipulates what may and may not be posted.  

In addition, there is an inherent fear of publishers amongst some communities, which 

has prevented some from contributing full text. This is particularly prevalent amongst 

those research areas with no to little self-archiving traditions. Although the deposit 

guide outlines the main issues surrounding self-archiving to raise awareness, 

COSTRAO (HAL’s strategic arm) sees that there is more to do where they will 

consider other legal guides for depositors in the future. 
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Critical success factors (CSFs) for populating your repository 

The following CSFs have been identified by HAL for populating a repository: 

• Establish a central platform which researchers identify with and can buy into. 

It is essential to highlight the value of the archive as a scientific tool for them.  

• Obtain the commitment of top-level management to better guarantee future 

content deployment.  

• Try to ensure the institutional support structure for researchers to support them 

in the deployment of their content. 

• Push content from your repository out to other information services which are 

of importance to your researchers.  

• Provide added value services to the researcher. 

The learning curve 

The following issues have been identified by HAL which can hamper the population 

of a repository: 

• Suspicion that a repository is a facility to further monitor researchers and their 

work by institutional managers. Researchers must therefore be able to identify 

with the service and see the benefits to their research. 

• Benefits are unclear causing  

o Researcher inertia 

o Aversion to an additional administrative task 

• A lack of services can cause benefits to be unclear 

• Lack of awareness regarding the differences between young and more mature 

researchers. Young researchers need to publish in high-impact journals and 

more senior ones can often be set in their ways and disinterested in new ways 

of publishing. Know your clients and gear your messages differently to them. 

• Fear of potential conflicts with publishers, e.g. particularly the case in 

humanities and social sciences. Both researchers and information professionals 

lack knowledge surrounding self-archiving and IPR resulting in the worst 

often assumed and no or little deposit.  

• The concepts of open access and open archives are still largely unknown by 

most researchers. 

Issues for possible further investigation 

1. What potentials does HAL data have which goes beyond the individual needs 

of the researcher, e.g. for research management, network development, and 

commercial exploitation?  

2. With population in mind, should archives focus on serving the individuals or 

rather the institutions?  

3. What is the most efficient way to aggregate content for the HAL archive? 

4. What are the potentials for utilising the HAL model elsewhere, e.g. in 

countries with complex research or governance structures or for countries with 

limited resources? 
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5. What are the potentials of building digital repositories together with scientists, 

and what are the challenges? 

6. What type of repository will stimulate more content deployment: a multi-

disciplinary, disciplinary, national or local digital repository? 
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